a marraige on the mountain

Congratulations!
You’re getting married!
We have been very lucky to have hosted a
number of weddings already on our beautiful
mountain. But in our view, every couple are
unique and so every wedding should be tailor
made. So here are some ideas to get started …
then lets get planning!

Most photos in this brochure are
from a weddings in June 2018

An intimate weekend wedding

THURSDAY
16:00 - Welcome to the mountain
After a long journey, sometimes from
across the globe, we believe there are
two very simple but important
requirements .... So upon arrival we
welcome everyone to our mountain
with our house aperitif and a tasty
Tuscan snack, and of course the
incredible view!

18:30 - Huge Tuscan Grill
All your loved ones along one long
table, the smell of beautiful organic
meats from our neighbor Fabrizio
wafting across the valley. A delicious
supper with handmade sausages,
game and an array of scrumptious
grilled vegetables. Watch the sunset
behind the hills and dink Limoncello by
candlelight

FRIDAY
8:30 - 10:30
Breakfast at La Fattoria
An extensive breakfast with artisan
bread, local toppings, fresh juice, fruit,
cereals, homemade yoghurt, coffee
and tea
12:00 - 15:00
Tuscan lunch
Get to know the dishes and hospitality
of our wonderful neighbours.
Vegetables from the garden,
handmade pasta by Nella, home
reared organic pig on the spit from
Fabrizio and delicious local wines from
Franco, our organic wine farmer.
Delicious!

19:00 - 23:00

Geronimo's Pizzeria
After a relaxing afternoon by the pool
we think it’s time for a bit more food!
Our handmade pizza dough is
generously topped with grated truffle,
vegetables, prosciutto and Tuscan
cheeses. Under the direction of our
own Geronimo, the pizzas are made in
our ancient wood oven.
Mr. Cocktail (Leonardo) meanwhile
makes the most exciting drinks!

SATURDAY
9:00 - 11:00
Breakfast at La Fattoria
An extensive breakfast, with
traditional bread, local
toppings, fresh juice, fruit,
different types of cereals,
organic yoghurt and coffee
and tea included
11:00 - 12:00
Guided tour of the village
We would love to share with
you the story of our magical
village, walk you through the
ancient buildings and reveal
their secrets.

13:00 - 16:00
Long lunch in the orchard
Italians believe that food is the connector between people, and the heart of a home is its
kitchen. So what better way to celebrate such a special day than with the best
ingredients and the best people. A long leisurely lunch under the shade of our fruit trees is
the perfect way to begin the celebrations

18:00 - 19:30
Ceremony at our largest ruin “Le Ruota”
La Rota was in the past an inn on the pilgrim route to La Verna, now
only the walls still remain. As the sun sets in the valley behind, the stones scattered
with candles. Then From the Fiat Panda Prosecco bar everyone toasts the new
Mr & Mrs with a delicious glass of bubbles

19:30 - 01:00
Apericena & Pool Party
What better place to
dance the night away than
under the stars next to our
glorous infinity pool.
We serve an “Apericena”
style dinner – a very trendy
Italian buffet full of delicous
bites. Alongside this, the DJ
and the Negroni bar
provide a sparkling party!

SUNDAY
10: 00 - 16.00 River hike & brunch
Sundays are the day of rest, recuperation and memories of the day before
From 9:00 coffee, Italian biscuits & fruit are a served at for early risers.
At 10:00 we meander down to our beautiful river and if you are feeling adventurous you
can even do some canyonning! We park our Land Rovers in the river and serve an
unforgettable picnic brunch straight from the boot

17:00
Departure first guests
Of course 3 nights of glorious Tuscany for any
guest is very short … Keep in mind that Novanta
normally does not take bookings for less than 4
nights – there is just too much to see! Maybe you
would like to arrive on Wednesday and leave
Monday – or maybe stay a whole week!
Anything is possible here … the village is all
yours!

Accommodation
Our rooms have an
authentic character
and are anything
but standard…
To accommodate
70 people, several
people sleep in one
room.
Our suites (two
rooms with shared
bathroom) are
suitable for two
couples or 5/6
friends

The Details
Nothing at Novanta is set
in stone … other than the
buildings themselves. We
love to work with you to
plan your perfect
wedding.
So far we have hosted
weddings from between
€16,000 and € 55,000.
We would like to meet
you to find out exactly
what your wishes are

Borgo di Gello is a beautiful and unique place, but also a place with modest and simple facilities.
Novanta is unrefined and for guests with an adventurous attitude. Be prepared that your wedding will
be unconventional and memorable
Will you join us for the ride?
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